ABSTRACT Collaborative applications of physical systems and algorithms bring the rapid development of cyber physical systems (CPS). Establishing CPS with image classification systems, however, is difficult, because both categories of algorithms, deep learning methods and traditional feature extraction methods, are independent and individual currently. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a fast feature fusion algorithm to satisfy the requirement of CPS in the area of image classification from a comprehensive perspective. First, we fuse the shallow-layer network feature, large pre-trained convolutional neural network feature and traditional image features together by genetic algorithm, in order to guarantee high accuracy with little training time and hardware cost. Second, we increase the distance between different centers by dynamic weight assignment to improve distinguishability of different classes. Third, we propose a partial selection method to reduce the length of the fused feature vectors and to improve the classification accuracy further by centralizing the features within the same class. Finally, experimental results show that our method can achieve high classification accuracy with lower training time and hardware consumption, which can greatly improve the efficiency and flexibility of image classification in cyber physical systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image classification is a key topic in the area of computer vision. Originally, many image classification systems are built by traditional image feature extraction methods according to image pixel structure, and obtain satisfactory classification accuracy by classifiers such as support vector machine (SVM) [1] . With the emergence and development of deep learning, image classification accuracy has raised to a new level, since deep learning exceeds almost all traditional image feature extraction methods, with the assistance of big data. As a result, many pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) [2] - [4] models based on ImageNet have been published [5] . These pre-trained models can be applied straightforward in image classification systems with high accuracy, if three conditions are satisfied, namely large training time, GPU and big data. When a new requirement (for example, adding a new class) occurs, however, the adaptation of original models, which spends much training time and hardware cost, is a key problem. Basically, two existing methods are considered. One is to abandon the old model and to retrain a new one [6] . The other is to cascade a new classifier attached to the original one for sub-classification [7] . Unfortunately, the former method may not satisfy all three conditions above to guarantee its availability, and the latter one introduces error accumulation, which reduces classification accuracy.
The purpose of cyber physical systems (CPS) is combining different systems together by deep calculation and information sharing. However, the existing image classification methods are not suitable for CPS. Since both traditional methods and deep learning methods provide conflicting results on low cost and high accuracy, we have to sacrifice one for the other. Therefore, we propose a fast feature fusion algorithm for CPS to integrate multiple systems without changing original structure of each, so that achieving high accuracy with low cost is possible.
Based on previous discussion, we firstly propose a new method to fuse shallow-layer network model, deep pretrained network model and traditional image features together by GA [8] . Then we define a fitness function based on average inter-class distance. Because the length of newly fused feature may be very large, we propose partial selection method to reduce it. Finally, our method is suitable for CPS of image classification, due to its lower consumption and higher accuracy, compared with traditional CNN with small samples for training.
Our main contributions are as follows
• We deduce a fitness function that allows different features to be fused together by genetic algorithm.
• We propose the partial selection method to reduce the dimension of fusion vectors and to improve classification accuracy.
• We design a feature fusion frame fusing existing image classification systems based on different algorithms, which can further build the image classification cyber physical systems through model sharing.
The remaining of this paper is arranged as follows. The next section takes a small review of the related work done in the area of image classification. In Section III, we discuss the details of the fusion algorithm of deep learning and traditional image features based on genetic algorithm and partial selection method. We show our advantages in training time and classification accuracy through experiments, along with some other applications of our algorithm in engineering in Section IV. Section V concludes the whole paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Nowadays, image classification can be divided into two stages. The first stage is traditional image feature extraction and classifier training, where image features are extracted from images pixel domain, and then used for classifier training. One of the most outstanding applications is CSIFT [9] . CSIFT is a feature extraction method, which adds color description on the basis of SIFT [10] , improving the comprehensiveness of feature extraction and reaching higher classification accuracy than SIFT. However, traditional image feature extraction methods are unsuitable for images with complex background, because they focus on subjective knowledge such as color, texture and frequency. Although traditional methods have many advantages such as fast extracting and great adaptability, its classification accuracy is unsatisfactory.
The second stage is deep learning, which can achieve high classification accuracy on big data. Deep learning extracts high dimensional features using different kernels from each convolutional layer, and reduces the impact of image scaling by pooling layers. At terminals of its architecture, full connection and Softmax layers are applied for classification. Many great convolutional neural network structures and pretrained models based on ImageNet have been published. Although deep learning requires expensive hardware such as GPU and large training time (even more than several weeks), it outperforms traditional image feature extraction methods because of its high accuracy. In order to integrate advantages of both, we consider combining deep learning features and traditional features together, which is theoretically more useful.
Typically, two popular methods dealing with multiple features exist. One is training multiple classifiers [11] - [13] , and the other is multi-feature weighted combination [14] , [15] . Essentially, the first thought is training a new classifier, not optimizing image features, leading to error accumulation. Although the second method fuses many features together by seeking the optimal features combination to minimize the weighted entropy, the new fusion feature will be very long, which will affect classification time and convergence accuracy of classifiers seriously.
In our method, we fuse large pre-trained CNN network, shallow-layer network and traditional features together by using GA, so that no error accumulation exists. Then we use partial selection to reduce dimension of fusion feature vectors and guarantee its performance. Comparing with CNN fine tuning, training time and hardware cost of our method reduces greatly with similar accuracy.
III. PROPOSED WORK
Our algorithm fuses deep learning features and traditional image features synthetically, in order to fuse different image classification systems on algorithm level for CPS. In our algorithm, CNN feature only assists our fusion model in training without fine tuning which is usually deep network like vgg-16. Besides, we fuse some traditional image features, for example, Haar feature for face recognition [16] , SIFT feature for texture images and color feature for specified color object recognition. The flow chart of fusion network is shown as Figure 1 .
We assign the feature weights of each system dynamically by GA, and obtain an initial fusion feature. Then we propose partial selection method to improve the final accuracy and reduce feature dimensions further. Our method can achieve model and data sharing among different systems, which helps build the CPS of image classification. The training time of the new fusion system is short and hardware requirement is low, with high classification accuracy.
A. DEEP LEARNING PRETREATMENT AND CNN FEATURE EXTRACTION 1) FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM LARGE CNN NETWORK AND VGG-16
Convolutional Neural Networks have been widely applied in image classification, such as VGG-16 model. VGG-16 model has 13 convolutional layers, 5 pooling layers and 3 full connection layers. Essentially, VGG-16 has two parts, feature extractor, and classifier [17] . Extractor can transfer an image into a vector, which can be applied for different classifiers. The advantage of VGG-16 is that it achieves high accuracy and high robustness, but the time cost is high and it must require big data for training. If the quantity of our training images is not big enough or training time is luxury, using this powerful deep learning tool may not be wise. In our feature fusion algorithm, we obtain image feature vector before the last full connection layer, which is a vector of length 4096. This is a naive image feature and it may not perform well when being used for classifier training directly. So this vector is only a part of our final fusion vector and it will be retreated later.
2) SHALLOW LAYERS NETWORK
In previous subsection, we have obtained image feature vector, but this feature can only be regarded as the regular feature, without particular purpose, leading to unsatisfactory perform if being used directly. In order to improve the performance of classification with limited data and training time, we train a shallow layers network and fuse the existing feature obtained in Subsection 1). The structure of shallow layers network is shown as Figure 2 .
This network structure is similar to a model called LeNet [18] with changing many parameters and structure details. For example, when we intend to distinguish buses from vehicles, we have to prepare two image databases ahead. One database is bus images, as positive case base. And the negative case base is non-bus images such as cars and trucks. Then we arrange all images to be the same scale. In our method, 3 kinds of scales are available: 100 × 100, 56 × 56 and 28 × 28. We define the input of the network being trained as: where i is the index of an image in positive or negative base. n is the total number of specific database. P i (x, y) denotes the pixel value at the x-th row and y-th column of i-th image. input i (x, y) is the input value at the x-th row and y-th column of i-th image. The conv_1 layer has six kernels and conv_2 layer has 72. The scale of each kernel is 5 × 5. Pooling scale in pool_1 layer is 4 × 4 and 2 × 2 in pool_2 layer, and average-pooling method is applied. Notice that, networks with large number of layers and kernels require large scale training samples. Whereas small ones reduce final accuracy although they can be trained quickly and economically. Therefore, we choose only 2 convolution layers and 78 kernels as a balance.
After initializing the parameters and network, we begin to train this CNN model. Similar to the operation in Subsection 1), the output of single layer perceptron is not concerned. The purpose of this classifier is merely to guarantee the forward transmission and inverse iteration of this network functioning smoothly. What we pursue is the feature vector between layer pool_2 and single layer perceptron. This vector may not be as regular as those from VGG-16, but it works well in particular target sets. If we fuse these two feature vectors reasonably, we can combine the advantages of these two methods and obtain a more superior feature vector.
B. MULTI-FEATURE FUSION MODEL
In Subsection A, we have obtained two kinds of CNN feature vectors from an image. Besides, we also have many other image features using traditional methods, such as Haar feature for face recognition. In this part we will introduce the multi-feature fusion model based on GA. The importance of each feature should be different according to applications and requirements. So we propose multi-feature fusion model in order to achieve dynamic weight assignment. Figure 3 shows the flow chart of multi-feature fusion model.
As shown in Figure 3 , we initialize the weights of each feature randomly, and then form a splicing vector with these features and their weights correspondingly. Each image has one splicing vector and all images share these weights. Totally n weights are in a splicing vector and some combination of them can make the final classification accuracy highest. So the essence is an optimization problem with n parameters. We solve this optimization problem by GA. In the whole process of building multi-feature fusion model, the key problem is to build splicing vector and fitness function. Next we will introduce these two points in detail.
Firstly, we construct the splicing vector and its structure is shown as Figure 4 . Let v in denote n-th feature vector of i-th image and w n be the weight correspondingly. In our method, VGG-16 feature vector and shallow-layer network vector are necessary, and other feature vectors are optional, according to the requirement of specific classification. After training, the weights of useless vectors will be zero and they have no effect on final results.
Our purpose is finding w 1 , w 2 . . . w n to maximize the formula below.
Here w 1 · v i1 is the product of vector v i1 and its weight w 1 . V i ( * ) is the splicing vector of the i-th picture, and k is the number of pictures in positive and negative database. f (V ) is the final recognition accuracy after training by splicing feature vectors. Our next work is finding out the concrete values of w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n to maximize f (V ). Each of these n weights should satisfy between 0 and 1, and their sum should be 1. Next we will derive the fitness function of GA. The essence of image feature is that it allows different images distinguishable easily on some dimension. In Fig.5 , different color point sets represent feature communities of different classes. If the statistic characteristics of different classes, such as variance or dispersion degree, are fixed, the distance of distribution centers between each class determines the difficulty of classification. So we can transform the final classification accuracy into the Euclidean distance of average vectors between classes. FIGURE 6. The demonstration of crossover and mutation process. GA in this paper uses multi-point crossover and single-point mutation.
We calculate the average vectors of each class, where each class contains one average vector and n weight parameters. So
in equation (3) can be expressed as the distance d inter .
If we find a group of weights w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n that maximize d inter , the splicing vector is determined.
Average inter-class distance is shown as below:
where
where N is the number of classes and Avg i is the average vector of i-th class. V ij means the j-th splicing vector of i-th class. N i is the normalized vector of Avg i . dist(N i , N j ) means the distance between N i and N j . We calculate the distances between each N i (i = 1,2,. . . ,N) and then obtain the average value of these distances. The maximum value of final classification accuracy after training can be transformed into the maximum value of distances d inter . So we have
Substituting equation (4) into equation (5), we have
So we transform the classification accuracy function into the function with splicing vectors. The number of weights in splicing vectors may be large. Considering the precision of each weight, direct calculation will be very difficult. The essence of GA is group search, which finds optimum solution according to the survival principle of the fittest generational evolution. So we apply GA to calculate appropriate values of w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w n . Since we have the values from w 1 to w n , we can easily solve arg max(d inter ) in Equation (6). So we define fitness function as follow.
here x is the individual consisted of n weights previously and each V also contains n weights.
At last, we introduce the remainder details of GA in our feature fusion method. GA has five steps, namely initialization, selection, crossover, mutation and global convergence. In initialization step, we determine some parameters: evolutional generation, group size, crossover probability, mutation probability and termination condition. Usually, larger crossover probability and mutation probability can accelerate convergence of the fitness curve, with oscillation after convergence. Larger evolutional generation and group size improve the performance with more time consumption.
Selection is almost the most important step in GA. We determine the feasible solution domain according to the specific problem and use an encoding scheme to express the solution in this domain. Specifically, we determine the precision of w i and then calculate its code. In order to simplified calculation, we define temp i , an integer between 0 and 1000, as one-to-one matching from temp i to w i , here w i = temp i / i temp i . The binary number corresponding to 1000 is 1111101000, comprising 10 digits. So w i can be initialized as ten digits selected randomly between 0 and 1. We form all these weight codes as a vector with 1 row and n × 10 columns. This vector represents one individual and it can be easily divided into n weights.
Then we calculate the fitness value of each individual using fitness function in Equation (7). The result of fitness function determines the survival of each individual. We use roulette selection method to make sure that the individuals with higher fitness value can survive with higher probability. In order to obtain the global optimal solution, we use elitist selection to retain the best individual of each generation.
Crossover and mutation are two simple steps. In our method we use multi-point crossover. Two individuals exchange some elements of their vectors in the same place. In mutation, we invert the one digit at some point. Crossover probability and mutation probability are fixed in the step of initialization.
In the breeding process of each generation, mutation of one individual and crossover between several individuals occur probabilistically, leading to the birth of a new individual. We calculate the fitness value of each individual and eliminate some old individuals using roulette method. Lasting individuals will keep reproducing until the fitness curve converges. Then we will have the fittest individual and can obtain the best weights from w 1 to w n .
After using GA, we can assign weights to each feature vector correspondingly and obtain a new fusion feature vector based on these feature vectors and their weights.
C. PARTIAL SELECTION METHOD
In Subsection B, we have discussed the multi-feature fusion model. Intrinsically, this method separates the vector distribution centers of different classes, so it is an inter-class processing method. Normally, the average distance between class center and each intra-class feature can be reduced by decreasing the dimension of feature vectors.
In Fig.7 , d is inter-class distance and r is the intra-class discrete radius. From Fig.7 we can find that when d is fixed, smaller the r is, classification can be easier. So reduction of average intra-class distance is beneficial to classification. Reducing dimension, however, also reduces the average VOLUME 5, 2017 FIGURE 7. When the inter-class distance is fixed, intra-class distribution will affect the classification result directly.
distance between each class center, which increases the difficulty of classification, being explained as follows.
Here m is the number of classes, and n is the number of images in one class. feat ij means the extracting feature of i-th image in class j. dist( * ) means the operation of 2-norm. d intra means the average intra-class distance. To one specific class, we can get the intra-class discrete radius of class a as Equation (9) . Meanwhile, Equation (10) shows the distance changing between class-centers when deleting an element from each vector.
Here n is the total number of images in one class. feat i is the feature vector extracted from the i-th image. feat ij is the j-th element in feat i . center ij is the j-th element in center i . l is the length of one fusion feature. From Equation (9) we can find that removing some elements from each fusion feature will reduce the average intra-class distance necessarily. But it will bring the centers of each class closer as Equation (10) and this is not desired. The reduction of inter-class distance is inevitable when deleting elements, and increasing number of deleted elements will shorten inter-class distance further. Thus, we cannot remove elements from features optionally when reducing the dimension of features. Therefore, we propose partial selection method to reduce the dimension of features, not only reducing inner-class radius, but also minimizing the reduction value of inter-class distance. The essence of partial selection is to minimize the intra-class radius by deleting a specific number of elements. In fact, not all elements part can have a positive effect on classification. Some elements in feature vectors are redundant, which are often uncorrelated if they belong to the same class. Deleting these redundant elements parts will reduce the inner-class radius, with little influence on interclass distance. Notice that, after normalization, correlation is related to Euclidean distance to a certain extent. So our goal is find the minimum value as equation (11) .
The number of deleting elements is called target number, whose specific value varies among different situations, and the set of these deleting elements is called target set. Here is a target set and elements in are redundant. Our target is finding to make sure
can reach its minimum. In order to find these redundant parts and reduce dimension of features, we use statistical methods for partial selection.
Firstly, we obtain the average vector of target class and divide every five elements into one group. We have l/5 parts and l is the length of average vector with the same scale as fusion vectors. The same process is repeated on each fusion vector. Then we calculate Euclidean distance of each corresponding part between average vector and each fusion vector in target class. After comparison each fusion vector with average vector, we can obtain l/5 distance values and each distance value corresponds to an index from 1 to l/5. Then we sort these distance values, finding the maximum 100 (here we set 100 as the target number as an example) distance values and their corresponding indexes. We call the parts corresponding to these indexes suspect parts. After all comparisons finished, each part has a number of times being regarded as a suspect part. Now we can extract the 100 largest numbers of times and their corresponding indexes. More votes of suspect parts indicate that inter-class variation of the elements in these parts will be larger. Then we delete these 100 suspect parts from each fusion feature. The meaning of this operation is twofold: one is bring fusion vectors of one class closer to each other, and the other is reducing the length of new fusion vectors to reduce training time.
Next we explain the detailed procedure of partial selection with an example, as in Figure 8 .
Step 1: Extract fusion feature vectors of all images in one class using method from subsection A and B. If the number of images is n, we will have n vectors.
Step 2: Calculate the average feature vector of these n vectors as follow. Notice that these vectors have the same scale.
Step 3: Divide each vector into l/5 parts, where l is the length of one vector. Then build a vote vector which has l/5 elements and all elements are initialized as zero.
Step 4: Calculate 2-norm between each part in average feature vector and corresponding part in fusion feature extracted by Image 1 respectively. Thus, we will have l/5 values. Sort these values and find the largest 100 values and their indices. In Figure 8 , we suppose Part 2 in Image 1 is among the top 100 parts after the first comparison, so the second element representing Part 2 in vote vector increases by 1.
Step 5: Then repeat to the second image as Step 4. We find that part 2 and part 4 are in the top 100 at this round of comparison. So the second and fourth elements in vote vector increase by 1, respectively, becoming 2 and 1. The same operation is repeated for each of the images in database.
Step 6: After all the fusion vectors are compared with average feature vector, we obtain final vote vector. Larger values of elements in vote vector means the differences of these parts correspondingly between fusion features are larger.
Step 7: Count the maximal 100 of elements from vote vector and delete corresponding parts from each fusion feature vector. The remaining is the final fusion feature vector after normalization. In the example of Figure 8 , the second element in vote vector is within maximal 100, so we delete part 2 from fusion feature of each image. Now we get fusion feature vectors of images fusing deep learning features and traditional features, which can be used for training classifiers directly, such as SVM, with high accuracy.
In Subsection B we have introduced a feature fusion algorithm by GA. This method can fuse deep learning methods and traditional image feature extract methods together, thus allowing different image classification systems to participate in final decision. On the base of image fusion feature obtained in Subsection B, we have proposed partial selection method in Subsection C to improve fast fusion algorithm further. Partial selection method can improve classification accuracy and reduce training time of classifiers. The whole algorithm makes the image classification systems more efficient and effective in terms of CPS.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT
In order to validate the performance of our method, we compare the following models: CSIFT; VGG-16; shallow layers network; fusing VGG-16 and shallow layers network; fusing VGG-16, shallow layers network and CSIFT; fusing VGG-16, shallow layers network, CSIFT and color moment. We test the performance of each model in terms of average intra-class and inter-class distance of features, classification accuracy, training time and model extensibility. In our experiment, we randomly choose three classes (cat, dog and wolf) from ImageNet [19] as training and testing set. The classifier we use is SVM classifier (VGG-16 use original own Softmax as classifier). Our experimental environment is shown as follows: CPU, Xeon E5-2660 v3 @ 2.60GHz(X2); memory, 256GB; video card, GTX980 Ti. Table 1 shows the fused features and their corresponding training weights through our method.
From Table 1 , we can find that VGG-16 has the largest weight, and this is reasonable. Because our training set is ImageNet, which is the official training set for VGG-16 pretrained model and VGG-16 has the best performance of all these features. Although VGG-16 is a very deep network and it is better than shallow-layer network in recognition accuracy, the weight of shallow layers network feature is not zero. That means it has different description of image feature from deep network, and this part of the fusion feature is good for final recognition. The third row shows that adding traditional features is also beneficial to feature extraction. With the development of deep learning, traditional feature extraction methods are used decreasingly. But the description of deep learning cannot be understood by humans, so traditional features can provide priori contents appearing in our fusion feature. However, not every traditional feature is useful. Our method can select them by genetic algorithm. In the fourth line, the weight of color moment is zero. That means the images in our dataset are not distinguishable by color, so color feature is not useful, although it may be significant in other scenarios. In our method, many kinds of image features can be fused and the weights of useless features will be zero. Table 2 shows classification performance of different features from another perspective. Three classes are involved in this group of experiments and each class has 2000 images. We extract their features with different methods and calculate their average intra class distance and inter class distance. Intra class distance is calculated be Equation (8) and inter class distance is calculated be Equation (4).
In Table 2 , we can find that our method has the largest interclass distance and smallest intra-class distance, so the feature extracted from our method has the best performance. Here we did not compare traditional features, because the classification accuracy with these traditional features individually is inferior compared with deep learning methods. Figure 9 shows the distance between different images of one class and the average feature of this class. The X axis represents the indices of images in one class and here we choose 3500 images. Y axis is the distance between fusion feature of this image and the average feature of the class which this image belongs to. From Figure 9 we can find that our method has the smallest mean value, meaning our method further reduces the dispersion of intra-class individual distribution by using partial selection in subsection C, compared with mature CNN model. More vectors gathering near the class center will reduce the discrete radius and will further improve classification accuracy.
In this experiment, we test classification accuracy of different models with different numbers of training images. We record two groups of experiments. The training set and validation set of the first experiment come from ImageNet and we divide these images into three classes: cat, dog and wolf. The second experimental images are collected from HD cameras of Chinese road bayonets and we divide these images into five classes: car, bike, bus, truck and motorbike. The total numbers of training images in each experiment are 1000, 3000 and 6000. The number of images in validation set is half of it in training set. Training models in our experiment are BOW [20] , shallow-layer network, deep CNN network (VGG-16) and our method, as in Table 3 to Table 5 .
From Table 3 and Table 5 we can find that compared with current popular deep learning methods, classification accuracy of traditional features is worse, despite the size of training data. Deep network such as VGG-16 is better than shallow-layer network because it is supported by more training time and better hardware. Classification accuracy of our method is similar with fine tuning of deep network. But fine tuning of VGG-16 needs much training time (more than 6 hours, even more than 12 hours when training data is big). Meanwhile, it relies heavily on expensive GPU. So it is very wasteful to fine tune the whole model every time new change occurs. Because of all the incomparable elements of fine tuning CNN in terms of time and devices, we do not list its training time in Table 5 .
From Table 3 and Table 4 we can find that the classification accuracy of our method is about 12.6% to 21.8% higher than traditional methods and about 4.6% to 15.6% higher than shallow layers network. Compared with deep networks, the accuracy of our method is similar, but our method consumes far less time and does not need GPU, stating larger advantage of our method in training time and hardware cost. Although deep learning is very powerful in images classification, it has a shortcoming. Image features extracting and kernels training involve no artificial participation. High dimensional characterization of convolution layers cannot be understood by humans. So priori knowledge cannot be used in deep learning. One of the most typical examples is that CNN is not sensitive to color without special treatment. In Table 1 we find the weight of color moment is zero. That is because the objects we classify have similar color. But color is the very important priori knowledge in real world. In the next experiment, we apply many images of flowers and airships for training. Most flowers and airships in training images are red. Images in test set are random colorful objects, including colorful flowers and airships. Purpose of using red objects for training is to match red flowers and airships. Matching result is shown in Figure 10 .
From Figure 10 , we can find CNN and our method all find the right class. Besides, our method also matches the right color, whereas CNN does not take the color factor into account. In TOP 12 of airship matching images, matching airships of our method are all red, but CNN only matches 7 red airships. Similarly, matching flowerers of our method are also all red, but CNN matches 8 red flowers from 12. This experiment is only a small application of our method, which shows our method has better extensibility than popular deep learning methods.
From the experiments above, it can be concluded that our method can fuse different features together with less training time, higher accuracy and better extensibility. Although we do not change the structure of each model, fusion features obtained from our method are more distinguishable. The weight of useless feature is zero through our method, which means our method can cost less effort such as artificial selection of useful features. A comprehensive understanding of one image can be achieved if more features, not only CNN features, but also traditional features can be fused. Although the core algorithm is different, each image classification system has its own advantages. Fusing them together can achieve feature data sharing and comprehensive decision, without consuming more time and hardware. So our method has a wide range of applications and prospects in CPS.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a fast feature fusion algorithm of deep learning and traditional features in image classification for CPS. We have integrated the algorithms of different image classification systems and allow them to communicate, constructing a new CPS. We have fused different image features of multi-system without changing each original system structure. Compared with fine tuning of deep learning models, our method can reduce much training time and hardware cost. Meanwhile, our method is suitable for any scale of data, which is good for systems extension. Compared with traditional feature extraction methods, classification accuracy of our method is much higher. We have adjusted the contribution of each system to the final result by dynamic weight assignment. In order to achieve higher accuracy with less training time, we have taken the following measures: reusing existing large network models; fusing different classification models of different systems and producing new fusion features; and using partial selection to reduce the length of fusion features. Our method increases the application range of existing image classification systems. Partial selection reduces the length of fusion features with higher classification accuracy.
A common feature of CPS access equipment is massive computing. So the efficient cooperation of different physical systems is inseparable from the support of big data. Our future research emphasizes applying big data to build CPS, and deep learning is an efficient tool. We will study more accurate and efficient system fusion methods through big data and deep learning to establish a more powerful CPS in the future. NING XIN is currently a Doctor of Aircraft Design with the China Academy of Space Technology. Multi-source information fusion is his research subject.
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